Proposed NCAA Action Seen by Dr. Harnwell

NCAA May Ban Colleges From Renting Football Stadiums to Professional Teams

"The use of our athletic facilities by outsiders pertains to our business and not our athletic program," Dr. Gaylord H. Harnwell, president of the University, said last night. Dr. Harnwell was asked about reports that the National Collegiate Athletic Association is going to enact legislation prohibiting colleges from permitting professional football teams to use the stadiums of their members colleges.

"The NCAA has been considering such legislation for years," Dr. Harnwell said. "I think they may have been deterred from enacting it because it really is not the concern of the Association."

Dr. Harnwell viewed the possible legislation as "an invasion of the freedom of the universities and their students and the rights and responsibilities of the individual college in the determination of the rules of the athletic program." Dr. Harnwell, who prevents the use of the football stadium for professional games, said that if the NCAA "were to make this new rule it would be the first rule of this kind in the history of the Association."

Dr. Harnwell's statements were made at a meeting of the basketball representatives of the Pennsylvania State Intercollegiate Conference last night in the auditorium of the University. The conference is made up of the universities of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education.

"It is not that we believe in prohibiting the use of the football stadium for professional games," Dr. Harnwell said, "but that we think it should be left to the selectors of the conference."

"I believe that the NCAA should leave the football stadium rule to the Intercollegiate Conference to determine."

The NCAA has not made a decision on the proposal to ban the use of college stadiums for professional football games. The conference will determine whether the proposal should be submitted to the NCAA for consideration.
During the Deluge

The whimsical picture on page one of today’s paper concerning the traffic ticket attached to President Harwell’s car provides excellent evidence of both the paucity of parking space on campus and more importantly—the unfortunately prevalent attitude of the local Philadelphia police.

The ticket in this case appears to have been signed by the self-appointed perservator of all automobile owners in the area. The activities of this hyper- negligent patronadorm grow constantly more distasteful. Perhaps his superiors could give him a brief but effective lecture, that is, if he is capable of listening to anyone. Otherwise we would like to recommend either reassignment or a good dose of the currently popular tranquilizers.

The officer in question is being aided by the University in that it provides inadequate parking areas. He will continue to plague the campus until there is proper room for parking. Only then will we be able to escape this deluge of tickets.
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WHAT IS AN IRRITATING MONSTER?
WHAT IS A CROCHETING CONTEST?
WHAT IS A GOURMET SOCIETY?
WHAT IS A CHM STRAP?
WHAT SOUND DOES A MOKEN CLOCK MAKE?

MARCH DOWN THE AISLE IN STYLE
BRIDAL FASHION SHOW
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14th
BENNETT CLUB LOUNGE

INGERSOLL-RAND
will interview Senior Engineers
on the above date. Your Placement
Office has full information on
many openings for you with
this major manufacturer of
compressors, pumps, engines,
blowers, vacuum equipment,
roller tools, and construction
equipment.
If you would like to design,
develop, or sell things
mechanical, come to see us.
WE LOOK FORWARD
TO A CHAT WITH YOU!

MARCH DOWN THE AISLE IN STYLE
BRIDAL FASHION SHOW
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14th
BENNETT CLUB LOUNGE

LIGHT UP A LITTLE SMOKE—LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

WHAT IS THE SECOND VIOIN IN A TRIO?

WHAT SOUND DOES A MOKEN CLOCK MAKE?

MARCH 19

WHAT IS THE SECOND VIOLIN IN A TRIO?

MOVIES AND MORALS
by Arthur Lichtendorf

THE PHILADELPHIA SCENE;
WHAT TO WEAR ON THE SATELLITE
MOVIES AND MORALS
WHAT IS THE SECOND VIOLIN IN A TRIO?
WHAT IS AN IRRITATING MONSTER?
WHAT IS A CROCHETING CONTEST?
WHAT IS A GOURMET SOCIETY?
WHAT IS A CHM STRAP?
WHAT SOUND DOES A MOKEN CLOCK MAKE?

MOVIES CAN have the best of everything. The one above (Miss Va Va Voom) drives a limousine so swanky it carries a sports car instead of a spare. Her swimming pool's so large it has tides. When it comes to cigarettes, Miss Voom picks (Surprise! Surprise!) Lucky Strike. Says she, "A Lucky is just as light as they come, dahlings. Its divine taste comes from fine tobacco . .. and simply everyone knows it's taste even better!" All of which makes her a Quotable Notable! Light up a Lucky yourself. You'll say, "It's the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!" End quote.

ONE BIG GIVEAWAY
-by Arthur Lichtendorf
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Racars Close In Fraternity Pin League

Hobbsing tightknot pin in the White and Blue League as a result of a 12-7 victory over Greek League, Green pin in the Alpha Delta Pi League, and pin for the Alpha Xi Delta Phi League. Green pin in the Alpha Delta Pi League, and pin for the Alpha Xi Delta Phi League.

Bennett Not in Round-Robin, Golfers Survivors for 1st Spot

A "Pipi' on the heels of wins over the Fraternity and Willow men, Bennett Not in Round-Robin, will aim for the amoeba in the second round of the tournament. Bennett Not in Round-Robin, will aim for the amoeba in the second round of the tournament.

Problems keep life interesting...

Problems keep life interesting...

The other job was completely different. I was asked to make an experimental installation of some newly developed line concentrator equipment. After selecting the test location, I engineered facilities for the remote concentrator unit, and truck plant to the central office.

Another thing about these jobs—they are a result of the growth of the telephone business. Not only do problems like these keep life interesting for a telephone engineer, but they mean that careers are full of opportunities to show what you can and get ahead.

Gray Sets Record; Trackmen Bow

Quaker not John Gray set a new university pole vault record of 14 feet 10 inches in the Blue and White meet in the 92-2, in a dual track meet Friday in the State University Field House.

The Navy Plaques defeated the 14 and Blue Frocks, 3-0, in a meet held concurrently with the varsity event.

The opening will be played in Philadelphia early March. This is the first Ivy League competition for both teams this season.
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AT TENTION

CLASS of '58!

If you're obtaining a degree in...

Electrical Engineering

Engineering Physics

Chemical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Mathematics

Physics

Chemical Physics

there's a PERMANENT CAREER and UNLIMITED FUTURE awaiting you at PHILCO!

If you want to do creative work on Television, Radio, Communications Equipment...

on Microwave Systems, Multiplex Equipment...

and in theoretical and experimental work on Solid State, Electron Devices, Acoustics, Applied Mathematics, Transistors, and other Semi-Conductors...

If you prefer to apply your creative talents to the development and design of Refrigerators, Air Conditioners, Sterilizers, and the like...

If you're intrigued by the challenges and opportunities of the engineering problems in Guided Missiles, High Speed Data Processing, Bounding and Ballistic Control Systems, Infrared Devices and Underwater Operations...

If you want to broadmindedly face the exciting Engineering problems in Guided Missiles...

and in Experimental Research, Instrumentation and Controls...

If you'd like the chance to work with the greatest minds in the world, and gain inspiration from distinguished men of science and engineers, planning in new products, new techniques, new processes for the security, well being and advancement of America's...then...

Write today for a copy of "Your Future With Philco" to Mr. R. C. Bock, College Relations Coordinator.

PHILCO CORPORATION

Philadelphia 34, Pa.

LOOK AHEAD... and you'll choose PHILCO

ANNOUNCEMENT

After Nineteen Years on Campus

SOPHOMORE SOL

is retiring from business. May I take this opportunity to thank the student body for their patronage. It has been a privilege to have served you through the years.

Thank you.

P.S.-Come in and meet the new owners

GEORGE and DAVE

A Campus-to-Career Case History

Bill Shade (E.E.) at the site of New Orleans' new Ochsner Street Industrial Canal Bridge.

"Problems keep life interesting for a telephone engineer"

I've taken part in all kinds of engineering projects during the five years I've been with the telephone company," says Bill Shade, M.E., Tulane, '52. "Each project brings special problems to solve.

Take a couple of recent jobs I did as examples. One was to plan and oversee the relocation of telephone facilities near a new development. The job included designing for attaching telephone cables to the finished bridge and for providing service to the bridge-tender's office and the locks.

"The other job was completely different. Wilmer J. Rhodes is with Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. He is one of many young men who are finding interesting and rewarding careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. Ask your placement officer for information about the careers these companies offer.
Hornwell vs. NCAA  
(Continued from page 1)  
That agreement provides that the University will permit the 

Tigers to play in any game featuring 

the Football Giants of 

Franklin Field for its home games, 

during the next three years. The 

Tigers will make a donation to 

the maintenance of the field, 

while the University agrees to 

pay for the games and expenses. 

The Eagles' move to Franklin 

Field was, at the time, hailed by 

club officers, city officials and 

university representatives as an 

outstanding example of cooperation 

and goodwill that it should press 

forward to all public intere 


CLASSIFIED ADS

OFTICAL REPAIRS—PROMPT, 

CITIGERINE, PEUGEOT— 

FREE MILEAGE, MINIMUM 

COST. RENTAL FOR 

SHORTEST PERIODS. 

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT: 

MARTIN H WILHEIM 

3701 Walnut Street 

BARING 2-2860

ACT NOW! Contact your Placement Office for a Jack & Heintz interview!